Discovery Research Program
External Operations Intern
Fall 2019 Application

The Discovery Research Program is hoping to hire an External Operations Intern for Fall 2019. The Discovery Research Program aims to empower undergraduate researchers by connecting them to data science-driven research projects. The scope of the program covers a diverse set of application-domain focused projects. Click here for examples and to learn more about the program in general.

Please note that responsibilities listed below are not comprehensive, and reflect the most important aspects of the role. This role focuses on providing enrichment -- facilitating community development and technical assistance.

Responsibilities
● Assist in workshop development
● Track and read responses provided from Google forms and evaluate project and program health
● Provide technical support, facilitate check-ins, and form inter-team connections for student researchers
● Interface with student teams: monitor team lead engagement and project health

Position Details
● This position is paid
● Time commitment: 10-15 hours/week (20 hours max)
● Preferred: Sophomores/Juniors majoring in Data Science

Qualifications
● Completed Data 8, CS 61A, and CS61B
● Completed Data 100
  ○ Experience with EDA & Data visualization; numpy, seaborn, matplotlib
● Fulfilled the Human Context and Ethics requirement by taking one of the listed courses
  ○ Info 188 or Hist C184D preferred
● Fulfilled the Modeling, Learning, and Decision-Making requirement for Data Science Majors
  ○ CS 189 preferred

Apply here. If you have any questions about the application, please email ds-teams@berkeley.edu.